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Not formally religious, yet born directly under Lord Shaftes-
bury's star, the Charity Organization Society was built up from
1869 onward, and did much to bring order into the chaos of
sporadic alms. But the slumps of the late seventies and early
eighties, disturbing the complacency of all classes, started a more
radical current, anxious not merely to relieve symptoms, but to
remove causes. Only a small left wing took part in that rebirth
of socialism which we recorded in Chapter III; but milder
enterprises were widespread. Perhaps the most fruitful in after-
effects was the foundation of university settlements. The first
important settlement, Toynbee Hall, dates from 1884. Arnold
Toynbee (1852-83), after whom it was named, typified the new
prickings of youth's social conscience.
In social life the feature of the period is the rise of the suburban
middle class. Originally the typical gentlefolk were landowners
and their relatives. The earlier founders of industrial wealth
had sought to be like them; they bought land and horses, built
country houses, laid up wine in cellars and grew grapes in con*
servatories, and, if in London, sought a patent of gentility in
admission to one or other of the jealously guarded social clubs,
But already in the seventies the new class was becoming numer-
ous enough to form habits and standards of its own. After 1878
the downfall of agriculture and the pinched fortunes of the
country landlords quickened the process.
Nothing is more characteristic of it than the development of
organized games* This, which on any reckoning may rank
among England's leading contributions to world-culture, has
been, far more recent than is often realised. The English landed
society did not pursue games but sports. Its recreations were
shooting, fishing, hunting, coursing, and horse-racing; beside
these the little unorganized cricket and football, which its mem-
bers might play at school, were of small account. Archery was
the only widespread aristocratic sport involving competitive
scores; tennis was rare, lawn-tennis unborn, and golf a pecu-
liarity of Scotsmen,
Some dates may bring the change into perspective. The types
of football now popular were only two out of many which had
been played rather informally at different schools or colleges.
The laws of the Association game were first formulated (based
on the practice of Cambridge undergraduates) in 1863; the first

